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The News Editor is the most important* The Sporting
Editor comes next* Whatever space he demands is pretty
sure to be granted. Probably he is too much occupied to
appear at the conference: he sends a deputy, who states
his requirements* They are seldom challenged. He has
regularly, as of right, two pages or more—a far greater
space than is given to any other subject; he often supplies
matter for the principal news page as well*
The Foreign Editor attains prominence now and again,
but only when he has sensational news to announce*
Then there are the Features Editor, the Woman's Page
Editor, the Social News Editor, the Literary Editor, the
Art Editor, down to Chess and Crossword Puzzle
Editors—it seems as if the whole office consists of
Editors, as South American armies are said to be all
generals* Not the entire flock assemble at the conference
—only those who have the weightier tasks to perform*
It is to be remembered that no question of policy is
discussed at these gatherings—that is, if policy is taken to
mean the attitude the paper shall take up towards public
matters, social and political* Policy in the sense of the
line that will best serve to sell and fill it with advertise-
ments—that is at the back of all minds* For on doing
that their jobs depend*
The other kind of policy is dictated by controller to
Managing Editor, who passes on the word to Editor or to
leader-writer direct* No longer are the opinions of news-
papers taken from the headquarters of this or that political
party, as they once were (though the Daily Herald^ as to
matters economic, political, and industrial, must pay heed
to orders from Trade Union chiefs)* No longer need
Editors dine out night after night, as the Editor of Tie
Times used to, to hear the latest about Government in-
tentions or Opposition villainy*
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